
CorGroups  
Session 6: When You Come Together 

Getting Started 

1. In your mind, what’s an important ingredient for a successful small group meeting?  

Exploring the Message 

2. In the session we discussed how discipleship happens best in community. What role has community 
played in your life? Have you ever heard the phrase, “Faith is meant to be personal but not private”? 
How easy or difficult is it for you to picture Christianity as a community activity?  

3. What’s one  “Need to Know” or “Need to Grow” moment that you’ve had recently?  How did your 
community help you with it? 

Engaging with Scripture – Acts 2:42  

4. Pastor Keith discusses modeling CorGroup time after Acts 2:42, which emphasizes the importance of 
worship (Prayer & Breaking of Bread), scripture (The Apostle’s teaching), and fellowship. What do you 
think it looks like to be devoted to these things?  

5. Which of these three things come most naturally to you? Which of these three things is hardest for 
you?  

Thinking Through CorGroups  

6. The first movement of our meeting time is Love God. This is done through starting off group with a 
time of worship or prayer. How might seeking God's guidance and power at the beginning impact the 
rest of the meeting? 

7. The second movement of our meeting is Grow Together. This is done as we study a passage of 
scripture. Pastor Keith introduces three questions for Bible study time: What's God been speaking to 
you? What questions do you have? What's your takeaway? How can these questions guide your 
group's discussions and help everyone contribute to the study? 

8. Movement Three focuses on Being The Church by meeting each other's needs. Share about a time 
when someone helped meet your needs. What different ways can you see the group meeting each 
other’s needs?  

Next Steps!  

9. What Passage of Scripture should we study together next week? Remember to study it ahead of time 
and come prepared to answer those three questions: What’s God speaking to you? What questions 
do you have? What’s your takeaway?   


